Bruce Schneier
Security Technologist

Bruce Schneier is an internationally renowned security technologist, called a "security guru" by The Economist. His influential newsletter
"Crypto-Gram" and his blog "Schneier on Security" are read by over 250,000 people. He is a frequent guest on television and radio and has
served on several government committees.
The debunker of security technolog

In detail

Languages

Bruce explains, debunks, and draws lessons from security stories

He presents in English and German.

that make the news. Regularly quoted in the media, he has
written for several major newspapers, and has testified on security

Want to know more?

before the United States Congress on many occasions. Bruce is a

Give us a call or send us an e-mail to find out exactly what he

public-interest technologist, working at the intersection of security,

could bring to your event.

technology, and people. Bruce is a fellow at the Berkman Klein
Center for Internet & Society at Harvard University; a Lecturer in

How to book him?

Public Policy at the Harvard Kennedy School; a board member of

Simply phone or e-mail us.

the Electronic Frontier Foundation, AccessNow, and the Tor
Project; and an Advisory Board Member of the Electronic Privacy

Publications

Information Center and VerifiedVoting.org.
2019

What he offers you
His tremendous comprehension of all the criteria influencing
security technology affords you the most all-inclusive analysis of
what actually affects security decisions. By incorporating the

We Have Root - Even More Advice from Schneier on Security
2018
Click Here to Kill Everybody - Security and Survival in a Hyper-connected
World

economic, political and legal concerns he reveals the real factors

2015

at play in security technology.

Data and Goliath - The Hidden Battles to Collect Your Data and Control
Your World

How he presents

2013

Renowned for being energising, he brings a clear and invaluable

Carry On - Sound Advice from Schneier on Security

perspective to this most current of topics.

Topics
Why Technologists Need to Get Involved in Public Policy
Regulating the Internet of Things
Security and Privacy in a Hyper-connected World
Securing Consumers' Credit Data in the Age of Digital Commerce
Who Controls your Medical Data?
Privacy & Prosperity: How Can Governments Strike the Balance?
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